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"The Most Important Scholarly Work":
Reflections on Twenty Years of Change in
Historical Editing
MICHAEL E. STEVENS

TI

enty years ago, at the first annual meeting
of the Association for Documentary Editing
in Princeton, New Jersey, Arthur Link stated
that documentary editing is "the most important
scholarly work being done in the United States, and,
if well done, it will be the most enduring."! Last year,
the distinguished historian Edmund S. Morgan
echoed Link when he wrote in the Wall Street
Journal that the 154 volumes produced by the
Founding Fathers editions "stand as the single most
important achievement of American historical
scholarship in this century."z
Despite this high praise, Link's and Morgan's
opinions are not universally held. The 14 August
1998 issue of the Chronicle oj Higher Education carried a story on Ira Berlin, founder of the Freedmen
and Southern Society Project, that noted "Mr. Berlin is widely respected, but documentary editing
doesn't have quite the cachet of traditional research."3 Gore Vidal, in the 20 April 1998 issue of
The Nation, harshly questioned C. Vann
Woodward's Pulitzer Prize for his edition of Mary
Chesnut's diary as being inappropriate since the
edition "is hardly history writing.,,4 Thus, twenty
years after the founding of the ADE, there still remains a diversity of opinion about the value and
importance of documentary editing. These varying
evaluations call for an assessment of the changes
in historical editing during the past two decades. I
intend to look back on change in three areas of our
work: documentary editing as a craft, as a profession, and as a legacy for the future.
E. STEVENS is the state historian of Wisconsin and the
administrator of the Division of Public History of the State
Historical Society. He is the editor of many documentary
volumes and, with Steven Burg, the author of Editing Historical
Documents: A Handbook of Practice, reviewed in this issue. He
presented this paper at the 1998 annual meeting of the
Association for Documentary Editing in St. Louis.

MICHAEL

During the past twenty years, we have seen a
steady but distinct evolution in how we practice our
craft. The method of transcription used by historical editors has sparked substantial debate during
this era. "The Short Happy Thesis of G. Thomas
Tanselle,"s as Don Cook called it, generated vigorous discussions at the first two annual meetings in
Princeton and Williamsburg. Tanselle's criticism of
historical editions concerned their failure, in his
view, to present the texts of manuscripts absolutely
literally and deficiencies in how fully they spelled
out their methodology. Twenty years later, one can
declare a modified victory for the Tanselleans. Although many editions still follow the same editorial practices as they did in 1978, a goodly number
of others, such as The Documentary History oj the
Ratification oj the Constitution, The Papers oj Henry
Laurens, and The Papers oj General Nathanael Greene,
have changed their editorial policy to a much more
literal style than they employed in the pre-Tanselle
era. Projects created after 1978 also tend to follow
a more literal style than editions begun prior to that
date. Still, editors have not blindly followed
Tanselle's strictures but have found a middle
ground, balancing concerns about readability with
a greater sensitivity to the perils of making changes
to the text. Probably far more important, historical
editors have become more systematic in stating their
editorial policies.
Likewise, there has been an evolution in the
practice of annotation and selection in the past two
decades. Fueled by concerns of the National Historical Publications and Records Commission and
the National Endowment for the Humanities over
the productivity of the editions, annotation has
become leaner, and the expansive notes that graced
the final volumes of the Papers oj Thomas Jefferson
prepared by Julian Boyd have disappeared. For
better or for worse, annotation tends to be more
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straightforward. The criteria for the selection of
last two decades. During the three years, 1976-1978,
documents to be included in editions have become
leading up to the formation of the ADE, the NHPRC
tighter. The era of creating comprehensive editions
issued first-time grants to twenty-nine different
was ending in 1978; today, it is almost unthinkable
projects, including Freedom: A Documentary History
that a new edition would strive to be comprehenof Emancipation; The Marcus Garvey and Universal
sive. While we have seen these changes in our craft,
Negro Improvement Association Papers; and The Docuthe fundamental underpinnings-the need for rementary History of the Supreme Court of the United
liable texts and a concern for what they reveal about
States. Compare this to the last three years, when
the past-remain the anchor of our work.
the Commission provided first-time funding to a
Just as our craft has changed since 1978, so has
total of two new projects: The Letters of Lucretia Cofour profession and the opportunities that it offers
fin Mottand The RobertA. Taft Papers. There are many
those who enter it. Fifteen years ago, Charles Cullen
good reasons for this funding pattern, most notadescribed the documentary editors of the late '70s
bly that the commitment to ongoing projects conand early '80s as the "soft money generation."6 Totinues while the Commission's budget has remained
day, nearly a generation later, "the soft money genstatic. Nonetheless, the result is a change in the
eration" is being replaced by the "no money
environment of our profession. Fewer new young
generation." Cullen was describing the transition from
scholars are taking up documentary editing as a
career, and there is a reluctance to begin the great,
the professor/ editor or part-time editor to the full-time
editor. During those years professor/ editors such as
long-term projects that can be so important.
Merrill Jensen and Linda Grant De Pauw passed the
Finally, how has our work as a legacy for the
future changed in the last twenty years? Editors retorch to younger editors such as John Kaminski and
Charlene Bickford, individuals whose entire careers
ceive varying recognition for their work, as I indicated in the quotations that opened my remarks.
had been spent in documentary editing.
Today, new editors entering the profession ofDocumentary editors, in general, may be less likely
to be concerned with status issues than other histen do so as a temporary or transitional part of their
tory professionals. Perhaps this is because they have
careers, and there are fewer of them. This phenomdevoted their careers to making accessible the
enon stems from the reduction in real dollars that
words of others. Or perhaps it
support the work of documenis because they work collectary editors and the decline of
tively instead of individually in
university assistance in the form
their publications. Nonetheless,
of released time for their profesmany documentary editors exsor/ editors. One sees this trend
press concern about the loss of
also in the profile of interns at
the infrastructure that supports
the NHPRC Institute for the Edtheir ability to leave a legacy.
iting of Historical Documents.
It is almost a cliche to comTwo decades ago, at least half
pare the preparation of the grea t
the interns at Camp Edit were
historical editions to the buildworking on long-term NHPRCing of cathedrals in medieval
supported projects. In recent
Europe: both took generations
years, the number of Commisto create and both are meant to
sion-supported staffers has been
be lasting works. But the metareduced to about 25 percent,
phor also can be applied in anwith the remainder being indiother often overlooked way that
vidual scholars who work on
also leaves a legacy. If we think
editions while practicing some
about
the
stonemasons,
other profession, be it archivist,
woodcarvers, and architects
librarian, or lawyer.
Michael Stevens at the 1998 annual
who built the cathedrals, their
The pattern becomes equally
meeting of the Association for
work could continue only if
Documentary Editing. Photo by
evident when one compares the
they passed on their skills and
Sharon
Ritenour
Stevens.
funding of new projects in the
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insights to a new generation. The last twenty years
have been remarkably successful not only for the
body of published work that has been created but
equally so in the legacy that is being developed in
terms of passing on our craft. In the long history
of documentary editing in this nation, which dates
back to Ebenezer Hazard's work in the eighteenth
century, there never have been more effective efforts to establish systems to pass on professional
standards.
The first and most notable accomplishment is
the very survival and existence of this association.
The ADE has provided a forum for editors to share
their expertise, to assist each other, and to advocate for their common goals. Through its annual
meeting, its advocacy efforts, and the way it facilitates exchange between members, the ADE has
provided a means for editors to learn and refine
their craft and to pass it on to novice editors. When
I attended my first ADE meeting in Princeton in
1979, I was struck by how welcomed I felt as a
fledgling editor compared to my sense of anonymity at my first meeting of the Organization of American Historians the previous year.
The contribution of four publications sponsored
or endorsed by the ADE has been equally important. Documentary Editing, the ADE's quarterly publication, has made a major contribution to passing
on our craft. The early issues of its predecessor, the
ADE Newsletter, lamented the lack of a venue for
solid reviews of editions. Documentary Editing has
met that need and would have been a success if
that alone were what it accomplished; but it provides much more, building a body of literature that
is conveniently gathered for future editors. For that
we can thank the ADE's directors of publications
in general and the editors of our journal, specifically Robert Rutland, Jon Kukla, Kathleen
Waldenfels Dorman, Joel Myerson, Sharon Ritenour
Stevens, Tom Mason, Jim Taylor, and most recently
Beth Luey.
Then, too, there has been the development of
standards and teaching tools to ensure the quality
of future editions and to guide new editors. The
publication of Mary-Jo Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing in 1987 was a direct outgrowth of the
founding of the ADE and of Arthur Link's presidential address at the first annual meeting. The Guides
publication marked the first time that editors could
find in a single, convenient place advice on his tori-

cal and literary documentary editing. This was followed three years later by Beth Luey's annotated
bibliography, Editing Documents and Texts. This
work directed readers to a substantial and growing body of literature on our profession. Today, we
have an updated edition of the Kline Guide in a
softcover edition suitable for classroom use as well
as Steven Burg's and my own Editing Historical
Documents: A Handbook of Practice. 7
We have also seen a passing on of legacy
through hands-on training for those interested in
documentary editing. The NHPRC fellowship in
documentary editing ensures that new scholars
obtain experience, and many of these fellows have
gone on to head projects. Two of them, David
Chesnutt and Charles Cullen, are past presidents of
this organization. Regrettably, funding for the fellowship has been seriously diminished. Since 1995
only one is awarded annually compared to the three
or four from earlier years.
Training sessions in South Carolina on publishing electronic editions and workshops for local history advocates in Arizona and Wisconsin offer
needed education for both experienced editors and
amateurs. The training of documentary editors also
continues through the annual editing institute. After several warm summers in Virginia and South
Carolina, Camp Edit found a congenial home in
1978 in Madison, Wisconsin, where it was ably led
the first year by George Vogt and for seventeen
years by Dick Sheldon. Since 1996 I have been privileged to direct the Institute and to watch the legacy
continue.
Thus we have seen change over the last two
decades in historical documentary editing in terms
of craft, profession, and legacy. But what challenges
face documentary editing over the next twenty years
that call for action on the part of the ADE and its
members?
First, the absence of plans to fund new projects
is disconcerting. In the next ten to fifteen years a
number of the long-term projects will be completed.
At this point, the ADE and the NHPRC still have time
to think about systematic efforts, similar to those
undertaken by the Commission in the 1950s, to
develop lists of the major editions that can be undertaken in the future when the long-term projects
complete their work. The ADE should take the lead
in reexamining those lists and revise or expand
upon them.
December 1998
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Second, providing school audiences at all levels with primary materials is an opportunity; its
neglect is a danger. Some editions have worked
hard to develop classroom-friendly materials, but
today most of the documentary material being prepared for school audiences is being done without
the participation of ADE members, nor is it driven
by the standards developed by this profession. ADE
members need not prepare such materials; rather,
the Association needs to embrace those in the historical or educational fields who prepare texts for
the classroom and find a way to ensure that its programs and services also meet the needs of educators. Editors and teachers can create partnerships
to make documents more accessible in the classroom. Perhaps the ADE Education Committee should
shift its focus from the teaching of documentary editing at the college level to this pressing issue.
Third, the World Wide Web offers exciting opportunities and dangerous threats. Today, more than
ever, historical documents are easily accessible via
the Internet. For example, the "Documenting the
American South" site maintained by the University
of North Carolina Libraries offers searchable texts
of first-person printed narratives related to Southern history, printed African-American slave narratives, and selections of Southern literature. The
"Making of America" project at the University of
Michigan and Cornell University provides more than
four thousand volumes of social history from the
antebellum period through Reconstruction. 8 There
is also an amazing number of unreliable texts on
the Internet, and users have few ways of distinguishing between the reliable and the unreliable.
Given the anarchic nature of the Internet, unreliable texts probably will continue to be available online for some time. Is it not ironic that as the new
media make documentary works so much more
available, their reliability becomes increasingly
questionable? At this stage, documentary editors and
the ADE should take an active lead in setting standards for documentary material published on the
Web. Internet users need to know that they are
getting reliable editions. This might begin, for instance, with a series of awards or seals of approval
offered by the Association to web sites that meet
certain standards and then publicizing this seal to
the educational community.
Finally, the promise of digital television suggests
that we may have to develop new ways to think
84
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about how we will present documents. The State
Historical Society of Wisconsin and Wisconsin Public Television are exploring ways in which the Society can present documents that are linked to
historical television programming. In the future, a
person watching a historical television documentary will be able to click on a menu, halt the digital
stream, and read a letter, diary, or memoir that was
cited in the program. To a limited extent, we are
already seeing this take place in the nondigital environment. A number of PBS history shows already
include the texts of documents on their web sites.
The Association needs to examine ways to become
involved with this exciting new development. 9
Twenty years after the creation of the ADE, we
can be proud of its accomplishments and the evolution of our work as craft, profession, and legacy.
There have been many changes and accomplishments during the last two decades-too many to
address in detail. Experiments in electronic publication, the Model Editions Partnership, the Founding
Fathers CD-ROM project, the Library of America series, and the Historical Documents study all were
important milestones. We have seen more women
Continued on page 97

Call for Papers
The 1999 ADE meeting will be held 1n
Charlottesville, Virginia, 7-9 October.
The ADE program committee invites
members, documentary editors generally, and
users of editions to submit proposals for either a paper or an entire session. An important criterion for evaluating proposals will be
their explicit attention to themes and issues
of general concern to editors.
Session proposals should include a title,
brief description, and the names, affiliations
and topics of each presenter. Proposals for individual papers should include the
presentation's title and a brief prospectus as well
as a statement of the individual's qualifications.
Send proposals by 1 February 1999 to Ann
D. Gordon, Stanton and Anthony Papers, Department of History, Rutgers University, 16
Seminary Place, New Brunswick, NJ 089011108. E-mail: agordon@rci.rutgers.edu.

Nothing Left to Lose: Of, Changes in Literary
Editing and the Decline of Civilization as We
Know It
JOEL MYERSON

M

y title is somewhat facetious, but not completely. There has been a profound shift
in the direction and underlying assumptions of editorial theory and practice during the
thirty years in which I have been practicing this
craft, and my purpose here is to make some general observations on this topic.! I start with a warning, though: most of my comments apply to textual
or literary editing, not to documentary editing as it
is practiced by literary editors.
The state of current documentary editing is just
fine, assuming that you can get your edition published in today's marketplace. Any serious editor of
a major writer recognizes that the ways in which
the writer inscribes his or her letters and journals
are, in many cases, just as important as what the
writer says. Accordingly, the practice of reporting
authorial and editorial revisions and changes in the
manuscript is widespread. The only real debates
among literary documentary editors these days seem
to be in three areas. First, does a particular author
require the type of full-dress editorial treatment
granted to a Melville or a Hawthorne? Second,
should the editorial apparatus be within the text
(that "barbed wire" that Lewis Mumford so famously
and fatuously complained about in the splendid
edition of Emerson's journals)2 or should it appear
in notes or at the back of the book? And, third, what
is the best use of the possibilities offered to us by
electronic media? These are all intelligent questions,
and they presuppose a shared desire to present texts
accurately, and as closely as possible to the way in
which the author wrote them.

Joa MYERSON, Carolina Distinguished Professor of American
Literature at the University of South Carolina, is the editor of
works by Louisa May Alcott, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Margaret
Fuller, and Walt Whitman. He presented this paper at the 1998
annual meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing in
St. Louis.

But the state of textual or literary editing, as best
demonstrated in the presentation of a work published during the author's lifetime and intended for
a public audience, is less stable. The teleology of
how texts are produced and published, and what
the author's role is during this process, has become
less clear over the past thirty years. The distinguished literary editor Speed Hill has already felt
the effects of this process, as described by his friend
and colleague David Greetham:
Speed once remarked to me that by the early 1990s
he felt like a textual Rip Van Winkle, someone who
had been so focussed on the scholarly requirements
of a specific project that when he awoke from that
project's completion he discovered that the world had
changed .... He had been raised in and worked hard
promoting a system of scholarly production that at
the time had looked permanently ensconced as the
way to do things .... Having emerged with distinction from that production, he felt almost betrayed by
the academic and intellectual shifts that had occurred
in the meantime. Not only were old philology and
new bibliography now both in retreat before the
monstrous regiments of post-structuralists, postmarxists, post-feminists, and post-colonialists, but
also the very rationale of the editorial project-the
fixing of an utterance with some degree of historical authenticity-was now being called into question,
and perhaps worse, no longer being accorded its
proper status in the academy.3

In some ways, we started the 1960s with a fundamentalist view of the text as the construction of
a single author, with W. W. Greg as our chief
prophet, and Fredson Bowers as our chief priest,
assisted at the altar by G. Thomas Tanselle. No
longer Trinitarians, we end the 1990s as cheerful
proponents of Unitarian Universalism, led merrily
on our non creedal way by Jerome McGann, who
proclaims that the author is but one of many agents
acting upon and creating the text, which, in turn,
may be edited in many different but correct ways.
December 1998/ DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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How did we get here? Some history is in order.
W. W. Greg's article on "The Rationale of CopyText" in the 1950-1951 Studies in Bibliography set
the stage for at least two generations of editors.
Greg's theorizing grew out of the editorial practices
for editing the literature of the Renaissance, a period for which very few authorial manuscripts survive. Reacting against the then-current practice of
automatically choosing the last text published in the
author's lifetime as the text to be reprinted, with
only minimal tidying-up of obvious errors, Greg
proposed a new way to look at things. On the principle that every time a text is printed more errors
get introduced, Greg proposed, as a general rule,
that we should choose the form of the text closest
to the now-lost authorial manuscript as the base
text-what he called "copy-text"-from which editorial emendations were to be made. Rather than a
straight reprinting, the copy-text was to be emended
by the editor on the basis of authorial intention, as
well as cleaning up obvious errors. That is, by comparing various editions and printings of a work, as
well as through a close reading of the text itself,
the editor would attempt to bring forth an eclectic
text that would represent what the author intended
to do before the influence of external forces such
as censorship, house styling, or printer's errors
caused the text to be changed. 4
Greg's article gained enormous influence because the editor of Studies in Bibliography, Fredson
Bowers, was himself a Renaissance literature
scholar, and he immediately applied Greg's principle to his own editorial work. When the editors
of nineteenth-century American authors began planning their editions in the late 1950s, they discovered that Greg's essay was one of the few intelligent
and theoretically sophisticated discussions of textual editing available, and it thus formed the basis
for much of their work. The first major edition out
of the starting gate, Ohio State's edition of Nathaniel
Hawthorne, had Bowers as the textual editor. One
of the next editions, that of Herman Melville's writings, featured Tanselle as the textual editor. And
when the Center for Editions of American Authors
started to dispense federal monies for funding editions, its director was Matthew J. Bruccoli, who had
done his dissertation at Virginia under Bowers. And
one of the CEAA editions was that of Stephen Crane,
which Bowers supervised. Moreover, as Bowers
began to be involved with the editing of American
86
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literary texts, he published a series of influential
articles on all aspects of textual editing, using Gre g
as his basis, that were, in turn, followed up by a
series of equally influential articles by Tanselle. As
a result, what is no,w known as the Greg-BowersTanselle school of editing came into existence.
But why the sudden interest in textual editing?
The answer is contained in two words: "New Criticism." By the 1940s, critics were expressing frustration with the state of their craft: texts were
approached either through genteel personal essays
or as autobiographical statements. The new critical
approach championed by Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren argued that the text existed outside personal and historical forces, and was to be
read as an independent aesthetic object; thus was
born the practice of "close reading." And by making the text stand alone as a fit subject for interpretation, the New Critics created a demand for
accurate texts. After all, if each word in a text was
important, then that text must be untainted. For
once, criticism and scholarship went hand in hand.
The application of Greg's theory by Bowers,
Tanselle, and others to the editing of American literary texts was perfectly timed: government funding was available for editorial projects; technologies
such as the Hinman Collator made possible sophisticated bibliographical analysis of texts; a wealth of
biographical evidence was becoming available that
assisted the editor in following the author's text
from inception to publication; and, unlike in the Renaissance, numerous authors' manuscripts and
other prepublication forms of the text were available for consultation. Most people were happy as
the proverbial clam.
But along came Jerome McGann, and those
happy clams were fried. In a series of works, culminating in the publication of A Critique of Modern
Textual Criticism in 1983, McGann argued that most
literary texts were the products of collaborations
between the author and the author's friends,
spouse, lover, agent, and the publisher, copyeditor,
printer, and proofreader. The text, therefore, became
a slippery thing indeed. The very idea of what GregBowers-Tanselle called "the author's final intention"
became obsolete. Rather than one text, we have
many texts; rather than having a text with one author, we have multiple authors; instead of "authorial intention," we have what McGann and others
called "socialized texts."

If the text was changed at every turn, then, we
riod. But when computers came along, such people
are faced with the question of intentionality. That
as Peter Shillings burg proposed interactive prois, did an author change a text because someone
grams that would allow us to see the text at each
suggested a reading that was better with which the
stage of its development, as well as all the variants,
author agreed, or because someone else raised
both forwards and backwards in time. 6 McGann's
nonaesthetic issues, such as length or potentially
approach, then, with its multiple authorities, was
unacceptable sexuality and language, to which the
perfectly timed for the development of a medium
author reluctantly gave in so that the book would
that delivered multiple texts cheaply and easily.
be published?
Yes, but you ask, who is winning and which
What resulted was a definite division in opinapproach is better? Being a good Emersonian, I will
ion on how we approach editing, the difference
not answer that question. But, being a good acabetween a monolithic yet flexible approach that
demic, I do have some opinions. I do not think that
posited the author as the center of textual analysis,
anyone today would argue that texts are created by
and a more decentralized approach that suggested
a romanticized author working in a garret turning
multiple authorities for the text. The emphasis
out inspired prose, which is how many of McGann's
changed from reconstructing what the author crefollowers have misrepresented the Greg-Bowersated to a reader-response view of how the text was
Tanselle theory. At the same time, I do not think
read. The difference also affected editorial responthat most authors let other people write their books
sibility. Clearly, people working in the Greg-Bowersfor them, nor do I run away from the concept that
Tanselle school, if they were attempting to produce
editors edit. Both theories have their merits, and
an eclectic text representing what would have been
following either would seem to lead to the two most
the author's final intentions, would arrive at a single
obvious points in textual editing: each text is diftext. The Center for Editions of American Authors
ferent, and blind adherence to any theory leads to
and its successor, the MLA's Committee on Scholruin. Ralph Waldo Emerson, the history of whose
arly Editions, "sealed" these texts as "a n approved
texts may be traced from journal passage to lecture
text," which unfortunately became interpreted for
performance to printed page, can be edited with
reasons of publisher's hype or simple misreading
grace and effectiveness using the concept of authoas "the approved text." And because the CEAA was
rial intention, as can much of Walt Whitman, who
in the business of funding editions before NEH took
personally set the type and/ or supervised the printover that role, such a seal often had significant fiing of many editions of his works. On the other
nancial implications. But editors influenced by
hand, Theodore Dreiser, who was beset by advice
McGann would come closer to the European theory
from many friends-friends whom he expected to
of "versioned" texts; that
advise him on the prois, they would represent
duction of his textsmultiple authorized verand who was under
sions of the text, rather
pressure about what
was acceptable to print
than a single one. 5
because of his subject
And at this point
matter and presentation
technology rears its
head. The easiest way
of sexuality, can be edited with confidence by
to represent an edited
text in a letterpress editreating his texts as betion is to print one text
ing socialized, as can F.
Scott Fitzgerald, who
with variants in notes or
in apparatus at the back
expected his editors to
of the book. The Gregcorrect his execrable
spelling. Or to draw a
Bowers- Tanselle apJoel Myerson at the 1998 annual conference of the
presidential analogy:
proach was perfectly
Associationfor Documentary Editing. Photo by Sharon
adapted to the print
Continued on page 102
Ritenour Stevens.
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Here Comes Tomorrow-And It's Full of
Challenges
DAVID R. CHESNUTT

D

ocumentary editors have put technology to
good use in the last twenty years. Technology has helped us:
• gain better intellectual control over
our documents
• produce more accurate and reliable
texts
• find information that enhances our
annotation
• provide better intellectual access
through our indexes

In spite of the wide array of software available, most
projects have never gone beyond word-processing
and spreadsheet programs. Here and there the landscape is dotted with a database program or two.
And a few hardy souls even took on the mainframe
and used it to create indexes and bibliographies,
to compare texts, to provide typesetting tapes, or
for other chores. But most of our work has been created in a very simple word-processing environment.
But technology hasn't always seemed simple.
Establishing a word-processing environment to
handle editorial chores in the late '70s or early '80s
was not trivial. Documentary editors started at
ground zero, and the learning curve was steep.
Cursor keys, CRTs, ASCII character sets, memory,
disk space-these and other terms were just as foreign then as a new language. And in fact, we were
learning a new language-one that is still evolving
today. But twenty years has brought some familiarity-and perhaps some contempt as well. Editors
have learned through bitter experience that using
technology requires constant attention. Few among
DAVID R. CHESNUIT is editor and project director of the Papers
of Henry Laurens and research professor of history at the
University of South Carolina. He is also project director of the
Model Editions Partnership. He presented this paper at the
1998 annual meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing.
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us have not suffered the loss of an hour's work (or
even worse) because we failed to backup a file or
because the system itself failed. And few among us
have not been forced to move our work from one
system to another because of the rapid shifts in
technology-shifts that almost always involved
weeks and weeks of work to get the new system
finely tuned to our editorial tasks. But in spite of
the downside of technology, we embraced it and
continue to do so. No seasoned editor would think
of starting a new project without a computer system to handle editorial chores.
Among the early adopters of technology in the
documentary editing community, most were propelled by the idea of creating files that could be
used to set type for their volumes. In other words,
they saw the Wang word processors or similar machines as a way of improving the publication process. When IBM introduced the desktop PC in 1981
and the PC revolution began to take off, others
joined in for the same reason: to improve the publication process. One twist in this story was the
initial resistance publishers displayed when editors
approached them about providing files for typesetting. The concept of "electronic manuscripts" was
as foreign to them as computer systems were to the
editing community. Few of the typesetting houses
they used were equipped to handle electronic
manuscripts, a situation that changed radically in
the mid to late '80s. And in the last decade, publishers have routinely come to expect that editorsand authors as well-will furnish them with the files
used for typesetting. And with the development of
more sophisticated desktop publishing systems,
publishers are only too happy to accept those files.
Moreover, many university presses now do their
own desktop publishing in order to bring down
their production costs.
Although the world seems agog because of the
explosion of the Internet and the World Wide Web,
you may have noticed that publishers are not rush-

ing out new electronic versions of our editions. Nor
community colleges, public libraries, and other forums than through editions on the World Wide Web?
are they rushing them onto CDs. Why not? The short
But can we do it? I believe the answer is a resoundanswer is money. In some cases, publishers fear
ing "Yes!" "How?" you say.
electronic publication would adversely affect sales
The key ingredients are the three communities
of the print versions. In other cases, publishers feel
that a CD version would not sell as well as the
of editors, publishers, and libraries. Each commuprinted volumes. And in most cases, publishers view
nity has a stake, and we need a partnership that
documentary editions as complex and therefore
draws them together. Editors need a venue for eleccostly to produce. The hallway estimate at an Astronic editions; publishers need to find a way to
generate revenue; libraries need to serve their readsociation of American University Presses meeting
ers. One solution would be to create a self-sustaintwo years ago on the cost of producing an electronic
version of the I Ching was $100,000. Even if pubing, national database for documentary editions.
lishers could bring production costs down to the
Collectively, we have a pool of more than a million documents which could provide one of the
$10,000 range, most would not be willing to pubgreatest resources for research and teaching ever
lish an electronic version. They do not believe it
would be profitable. Revenue is a critical issue tobuilt. Imagine what it would be like to be able to
search those editions collectively or singularly ...
day in the university press community. Small bookto have texts that are reliable ... to have reliable
sellers, the mainstay of university press sales, are
annotation and commentary ... to have access to
rapidly being forced out by the megastores in the
them from anywhere in the world. Charlene
malls and the Internet sellers like Amazon and
Bickford is fond of saying that while there are probBarnes and Noble. Returns of unsold books to uniably seventy-five copies of the Constitution on the
versity presses typically ran 10-15% five years ago;
Web, she would rather rely on the version printed
today, they run as high as 30-40%. The demise of
and distributed by the Bicentennial Commission.
small presses has already begun, and mid-sized
That the Library of Congress has to base transcrippresses have their backs to the wall too. The bottions of their collection on an earlier edition of
tom line: don't expect your publisher to bring out
Washington's writings instead of the modern edian electronic version of your edition.
tion is a disgrace. If we are to
And into this situation
serve the public interest well, we
boldly rode the editors in the
must have the texts that represent
Model Editions Partnership with
the best possible scholarship.
visions of EEs dancing in their
But let me return to the conheads. As my colleague Michael
cept of a self-sustaining database.
Sperberg-McQueen is fond of
Would publishers be willing to
saying, the pioneers are the
participate in return for modest
ones with arrows in their back.
royalties? More than a year ago,
And if funding continues, anI polled a representative group of
other group of editors will take
university presses. And I have
the plunge next year. The Partsince talked personally with sevnership was designed to serve
eral presses. Most of them were
many purposes. Not the least of
receptive-including Harvard,
these is to demonstrate that
Yale,Johns Hopkins, LSU, North
documen tary editions can and
Carolina, and others. A few were
will appeal to a broad range of
lukewarm,
but only one was abaudiences. Inquiry-based educasolutely negative at that time. If
tion is a buzzword among eduwe get the major players on
cators today. In our community,
board, the rest will probably folthat translates into "documents
low.
In the prospectus we sent
David
Chesnutt
at
the
1998
ADE
annual
in the classroom." And what
conference.
Photo
by
Sharon
Ritenour
the publishers, we projected a
better way to deliver those
Stevens.
three- to five-year lag behind
documents in high schools,
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print publication in order to give the publishers time
to maximize their print sales.
Would the libraries come on board? Again I
think the answer is yes-if we set a modest sliding
scale that made the material affordable. I have not
polled the library community, but I have talked with
a number of librarians. The figures I used were
subscription rates starting at $100 a year for small
libraries and high schools and going up to $3,000
a year for large university research libraries. Those
I talked with felt the scale was reasonable, but we
undoubtedly need more input from the libraries.
If we can convince the publishers and librarians to become partners in the enterprise, can we
count on the editors to come on board? Frankly, I
think that depends on what editors are asked to do.
As most of you know, SGML markup has become
the de facto standard for scholarly projects on the
Web and for major digital library resources. And as
those of you who participated in the ADE workshops know, creating an SGML environment would
almost be the equivalent of creating a word-processing environment twenty years ago. Those of us
in ongoing projects can ill afford to convert our WP
shops into SGML shops. We barely have the resources necessary to continue producing our
printed volumes. Conversion would require training, developing new work procedures, acquiring
new software, and in some cases, new hardware.
And it would take time-probably at least three
months if not more-to establish a smoothly functioning editorial flow.
The simplest solution to transforming the files
now used to publish volumes would be to develop
tools that can be used to mechanically embed the
markup required for electronic publication. The
development of these transformation tools is one
of the goals in the second phase of the Model Editions Partnership. The only requirement this would
place on the editorial projects is this: files used to
create the volumes would have to be updated to
reflect the changes made during the production
process. Given the care that goes into those files
before they are turned over to publishers, this
should not be a burdensome requirement. The new
tools would work the same way as the generic
markup system we developed at Laurens to embed
typesetting codes. Every project I've worked with
has its own word-processing format for documents.
By creating a profile of a particular project, we
90
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believe that 90-95% of the markup can be automated. The rest could be handled by trained specialists at the database site.
You may have noticed that I keep talking about
partnerships. I'm going to continue to do so. Working with the editors and others in the Model Editions Partnership has convinced me that
collaboration in this digital age is critical. We are at
the beginning of a new era that demands cooperation in order to succeed. Our editing community
has been singular in that we have always been
willing to share and to help others. My colleague
John Bryan, who worked on the Robert Mills
project, was absolutely dumbfounded by the attitudes that generally prevail among members of the
documentary editing community. John could not
say enough about the openness and the lack of selfcenteredness he found when he attended one of
the Association's annual meetings. And those are
the kinds of attitudes that we need to extend to the
librarians and the publishers who can help us build
a national treasure. We must respect their concerns
and we must make them full participants if we are
to build successful and lasting partnerships.
Let me turn now to the broader world of the
digital library community. As those of you who surf
the Net know, the Web is currently a hodgepodge
of information with varying degrees of reliability.
But within that hodgepodge, there are a handful
of very serious scholars, librarians, archivists, and
others who are dedicated to building reliable and
lasting contributions to the content of tomorrow's
digital libraries. And behind the scenes are the computer scientists who grapple with the problems of
large-scale information delivery and retrieval. Still
another layer is provided by those who study how
people use the resources on the Web. All in all, despite their visibility in the press, the digital library
community is relatively small, but it keeps growing and will continue to do so. What makes it a
community is a common interest in creating intellectual frameworks for resources and enhancing
intellectual access to resources. At the simplest level,
it may be a concern with markup; at a more complex level, it may be a concern with developing
linguistically based retrieval systems.
By and large, documentary editors are content
builders who have relied on annotation to provide
one form of intellectual access and on indexes to
provide another form of intellectual access. Or, if

you consider indexing as a form of annotation, you
might argue that they are just different forms of the
same type of intellectual access. Either way, annotation and indexing are the principal ways editors
provide intellectual access. For ongoing text-based
editions, that probably will not change. For new
editions designed for electronic publication, it probably will change. For example, we typically identify people the first time they appear in a printed
edition. In an electronic edition, it may be more
effective to have a biographical section. Or, if the
National Biography of America ever comes on-line,
we may have a series of links that supplements the
edition's own biography section. As for the index,
one could imagine a proper name index as simply
a list of names. Then when the user clicked on a
name, a list of documents in which that name appears would pop up. Two more mouse clicks would
then bring you to a highlighted reference point
within a particular document. You could do the
same with a subject index. Having the list of documents as the initial reference point would tell you
a lot more than page references do now. The point
to be made is that electronic editions do not need
to resemble book editions. We should think about
functionality when we begin designing new editions and when we begin to think about making
electronic supplements to our printed editions. It's
the old "form follows function" argument.
But back to the digital library community. I
noted earlier that archivists and librarians are beginning to move into the digital library world. And
they are beginning to grapple with the problems
inherent in providing a reliable text for a handwritten document. The basic issue they face boils
down to this: "If you provide an image of the document, how many of the details of the inscription
do you have to render in the transcription?" Do you
retain spelling, capitalization, and original punctuation? Do you expand the abbreviations? What do
you do about superscripts, cancellations, emendations, etc.? These are questions most of us have
faced, even though we normally do not include
images of the source texts. In the two library
projects I am familiar with,l the librarians have recognized the issue and are taking their cues from
scholarly practices among documentary editors.
What's really happening in these two cases is that
they are creating what might be called a "bare
bones" edition. And I think we are going to see

many more projects like these as time goes on. Incidentally, one is already using MEP markup and
the other project is planning to use it.
So what we have here is a new kind of edition
coming from what once was a source for traditional
editions: libraries. And the archivists are not far
behind. Archivists are already beginning to use
SGML markup in their collection guides and finding aids. It seems only a matter of time before they
graduate from the limitations of HTML. Several
points are worth noting here. First, the seemingly
low cost of Web publication is luring archivists and
librarians back into the world of editing. (Many had
abandoned their publication projects as costs rose
and funding became tight.) Second, as editors who
care about reliable texts, we should make an effort
to bring these new editors into our world. For example, having a group of archivists and librarians
do a panel for ADE would be interesting and informative. And finally, we need to consider whether
or not some of these bare bones editions could or
should be turned into more robust editions. The St.
George Tucker collection that William and Mary
plans to digitize might be a good candidate. Tucker
was almost as important in the Revolutionary period as Henry Laurens. Once the documents are in
place, creating a full-blown edition comparable to
one or two volumes could be done quickly.
The idea of collaborating with librarians and
archivists in making our documentary heritage available to a larger public is one I personally find appealing. They have been and, in many cases,
continue to be our traditional allies. Without their
help and support, most of our editions would never
have come into being. And we share common values: the preservation and publication of the American record. In a sense, technology has created a
new playing field that calls for collaboration and
cooperation. I think we should make the most it.

Note
1. Elizabeth H. Dow is the director of the George P. Marsh
project located in the Bailey/Howe Library at the University of
Vermont and John D. Haskell, Jr., heads the St. George Tucker
project in the Swem Library at the University of William and
Mary. Both projects will combine document images with fulltext transcriptions for delivery on the Internet.
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A REVIEW

The Art of Editorial Decision Making
BETH LUEY

Michael E. Stevens and Steven B. Burg, Editing Historical
Documents: A Handbook of Practice \Walnut Creek, Calif.: AltaMira
Press, 1997). Published in cooperation with the American
Association of State and Local History, the Association for
Documentary Editing, and the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. 264 pp. ISBN 0-7619-8960-9 (paper)/ 0-761989 59-5 (cloth).

I

n a paper presented at the 1998 annual meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing
and published in this issue of Documentary Editing, Michael Stevens discussed advances in the
craft, professionalism, and legacy of the field over
the past twenty years. The book that he and Steven
Burg have written is an example of the interconnections among these advances. For a craft to improve, its practitioners must become more
professional and reflective about their practices. For
professionalism to develop, a body of knowledge
and some degree of consensus about the practice
of a craft must be established. And for a profession
to have a continuing legacy, practitioners must have
both a commitment to teach future generations and
the tools necessary for the task. The existence of
Editing Historical Documents suggests that documentary editing is in a very healthy state of development.
For more than twenty years, editors have debated various approaches to selection, transcription,
annotation, and other issues. These debates have
been conducted in conversations (both heated and
casual), in learned journals, at ADE meetings, and
in official and unofficial sessions at the summer
editing institute. A single approach to any of these
activities is neither possible nor desirable, but these
discussions have led to a fair degree of consensus
on the questions an editor needs to ask, the importance of considering audience and other practical
BETH LUEY is the director of the Scholarly Publishing Program
at Arizona State University. She is the author of Handbook for
Academic Authors and the compiler of Editing Documents and
Texts: An Annotated Bibliography.
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matters, and the range of possible answers. MaryJo Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing, now in its
second edition, has provided excellent historical
and descriptive discussions of all of these matters;
Editing Historical Documents adds concrete examples that make the subject easier to learn in the
classroom and in independent study. It is a valuable tool for independent scholars with small editing projects, archivists, and students as well as

EDITING HISTORICAL DO(CMENTS

52

2.9

2.9
Editors may omu documents that are within their project's scope
because of concerns for copyright, confidentiahty, or personal pnvacy. They
must deterrrune if the documents to be published are protected by copyright
and, If so, obtain the perrmsSlOn of the copynght holder. The edItors of the
CoHected Papers oj Alben: Einstem sought to include the full text of all signiflcant
letters written by Emstein and the full text of many letters written to him. In
some cases. however, the editors could not obtam pennisslOn to publish particular documents: therefore, they presented abstracts of materials they could
nm legally publish:
All available letters written by Einstein will be published in this edition
Letters addressed to more than one recipient are printed only once, and all
known addressees are noted. Letters to Einstein are handled. morc selectively, however_ AU significant letters to rum, for which we are able to obtam
permission to publish, are printed in whole or in C)C:ccrpt. In case such permission cannot be obtained, a summary is provided. Autbors and dates of
known letters not publisberl here are listed in the chronological sequence. and
the letters are summarized where necessary
Fig. 2.9 Slachel. Einsmn. L'O(x

2.10

Government classihcatlon
hmit tho: abilltv of eduors to
Foreign Relations of the

consider the effects
documents on current diplomanc affairs and

The publication ~ Rtl,fiq,u 0/ tlu U"jttti Shim constitutes the
official record of the foreign policy of the United States. The
volu.mes in the series include, subject to necessary security considerations, all documents needed to give a comprehensive record of the
major foreign policy decisions of the United States together with
appropriate materials concerning the farn that contributed to the
formulation of policies. Documents in the files of the Department of
State are supplemented by papers from other government agencies
involved in the formulation of foreign policy.
The basic documentary diplomatic record printed in the volumC5
of the series FortiS'" RtfAfioJU rJ/ fhf U"jftd Shlft.> is edited by the Office
of the Historian, Bureau of Public Affairs, Department of State. The
editing is guided by the principles of historical objectivity and in
accordance with the following official guidilJ\ce first promulgated by
Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg on March 26, 1925.
There may be no alteration of the text, no deletions without
indicating where in the text the deletion is made, ilJ\d no omissiOn of
facts which were of ma.jor importance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be omitted for the pUlpOSe of concealing or glossing over
what might be regarded by some as a defect of policy. However,

professional documentary editors and academics
thinking about launching an editorial project.
Editing Historical Documents does something so
obviously necessary-and does it in such a straightforward, matter-of-fact way-that one cannot help
wondering why no one thought of it before. The
answer is probably that underneath the rather deceptive simplicity of the book lies a mountain of

difficult work. Nevertheless, for the newcomer to
the field, this book presents immense complexity
as manageable choices and uncovers the rational
bases for good decision making.
The authors have covered almost every question that confronts the editor, including some that
do not always reach the level of consciousness.
They begin, for example, by discussing how to define one's subject and the scope of one's project,
including as possibilities an individual, part of an
individual's career, an individual's career as an illustration of a broader historical topic, the papers
of two or more individuals (including both collaborators and family members), a combination of an
individual and an institution, the leaders of an institution, the institution itself, and a theme or topic.
Here, and throughout the book, each possibility is
illustrated with an excerpt from the editor's own explanation of the decisions made.
Selection QJid Arrangement of Doc:uments

2.U

53

~. To awid publication of matters which would. tend to
impede current diplomatic nesotiiJ.tions 01' other business.
b. To condense the reconl IIDd avoid repetition of needless

.......

c. To preserve the confidence reposed in the DeparbMnt by

incfi~~~~I.::'~~~. to other nationalitie5 Of
individuals.

~~~ ~=:nrr:n:'. ~:t!.tcJ:

and
there is one q~tion-in c:onnec:tion with major decilions it
is desirable, where possible.. to show the alternative presented to
the Department before the decision w.u made.

Doaunents selected for publication in the k¥r RtWitms volumes are referred to the Department of State Classification/Oecla..
lific.&tion Center for declauification durance. The Center reviews
the documents, makes declassification decisions, and obtains the
clearance of pographic and functional bwuus of the Department of
State, .II well as of other appropriate agencies of the govemment.
Fig. 2 10 Glennon, Foretgn &-latioru, l:1ii-1V

2.11 Editors working on recent topics face iii panicular challenge because of
the enormous quantity of documents produced by modem bureaucracies and
tsSued under the name of public officials. For instance, General Dwtght D
Eisenhower's name appeared on numerous documents emananng from his
office. The editors ofrus papers developed the follOwing criteria to address tlus
sttuation
After working some time with the Eisenhower papers. we came upon one
relatively simple and objective standard for selection. We disa:lYClcd that
the mechanized and bureauc:ratic nature of annmunications in a large
modern organization forces a similar problem of selection on the men who
head them. The leader at the top of a huge enrcrprise carrying out annplo:
operatioDS must decide with care and p~cision what matters he will handle
personally. He must be able to recall what papers he prepared and who prepared others that he reviewccl and signed. In the Army, as in most modern
orpnizations, the writer or the dictator of a lener or ~gc is indicated
on at least one copy kept for the files. These initials indicated. how we might
solve our problem of selection.
In a .sense, we lXluld let General Eisenhower do the choosing: that is,
we decided to select and annotate onJy th05C documenu which he himself
had written or dictated or which he had takcn a direct pan in preparing.
In fact, to use any other criterion would be to publish thc papers of an o£Iia:
nOl a man. If all the lligniJicant pape!rs of thc War Plans Divisions (WPD).
AIi)cd Foret Headquarters (AFHQ). and Supreme Headquarters Allied

The design of Stevens and Burg s book
highlights the individuality ofdocumentary
editions. Reprinted with permission of
AltaMira Press.

As each choice is discussed, the advantages and
disadvantages are clearly set out. In discussing the
form of publication, the authors manage in a little
less than a page to summarize the relative advan-

tages of publication in a periodical, pamphlet, single
volume, multivolume set, microform, computer
disk, CD-ROM, and the World Wide Web.
The examples are always well chosen and
sometimes border on the inspired. In the chapter
on annotation, the authors note that "geographical
descriptions that were evident to the author or recipient of a document may be meaningless to the
readers of a documentary edition without editorial
assistance." Their example, drawn from the Diary
of Elizabeth Drinker, is a passage that reads "WD.
And self, walk'd as far as the draw Bridge this
evening-The name of Drawbridge is continued,
tho there has not been one there since my memory."
The accompanying note explains: "By 1740 a stone
bridge had replaced a drawbridge erected in the early
1690s to extend Front Street over Dock Creek. During the course of the eighteenth century the creek was
filled in and paved to form Dock Street" (164-65).
In some cases, the examples answer questions
not discussed directly in the text. Although the book
explains alternative solutions to problems, it does
not provide definitive guidance on w hen certain
decisions should be made. Indeed, it would be difficult to pin this down. After all, certain principles
of selection may be established before a search is
begun, while others emerge only after the editor
has a clear idea of the volume and nature of the
material available. Yet the examples recount the
ways editors actually make such decisions. The long
excerpt from the introduction to the Eisenhower papers tells how the editors "came upon one relatively
simple and objective standard for selection," which
"let General Eisenhower do the choosing: that is we
decided to select and annotate only those documents which he himself had written or dictated or
which he had taken a direct part in preparing." They
discuss how this decision emerged from their growing understanding of bureaucratic communication
and provide details about how it worked in practice (53-54). The real-life experience of making,
altering, and refining decisions to accommodate
both documents and readers comes alive.
The use of editors' own words is an outstanding feature of Editing Historical Documents. By drawing on nearly one hundred and fifty editions for
examples, it provides the authority of collective wisdom and practice that no single voice can claim.
One might even say that it recreates in print the
kinds of conversations that editors carryon among
December 1998/ DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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themselves, making it an easy read for 'students and
beginning editors.
I was initially puzzled by the use of facsimiles
of edited texts, because it makes for some typographically unattractive pages. But I was quickly
won over, for this device allows the examples to
retain their individuality: the Madison papers do not
look like the Adams papers or the Wilson papers.
The various typefaces contribute to the authenticity and tangibility of the examples. (On this point,
it might have been useful to provide an index to
editions quoted so that readers could look at a variety of citations to see how some decisions influence others. To do this thoroughly, however, the
readers would still have to consult the edition itself.)
Editing Historical Documents is thorough and

NHPRC Summer Editing
Institute
Contingent on funding, the twenty-seventh
annual Institute for the Editing of Historical
Documents will be held 21-26 June 1999, in
Madison, Wisconsin. J oindy sponsored by the
National Historical Publications and Records
Commission (NHPRC), the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and the University of Wisconsin, the Institute will provide detailed
theoretical and practical instruction in documentary editing and publication.
The Institutes have been extraordinarily productive, providing training to more than 450
participants to date. Of these, 68 are heading
or have headed important documentary publication projects and many others have worked
as full-time historical editors. Institute graduates
also include college and university faculty, editors of state historical publications and staff
editors of other publications, archivists, manuscript librarians, government historians, and
graduate students from many universities. The
15-18 interns meet every morning and most afternoons for lectures and presentations by experienced editors. Three resident advisors will be
available for consultation during the term of the
Institute.
The 1999 faculty and their topics are:
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well organized, with chapters covering reasons for
editing documents and the audiences for editions,
selection and arrangement, transcription and proofreading, annotation, indexes and other access tools,
and front and back matter. In a few instances, I
thought that something had been omitted only to
find that the authors had simply placed it somewhat
later than I would have. In the chapter on selection, for example, I noted the absence of a discussion of which copy of a letter should be used. In
fact, this topic is handled very ably, but appeared
in the chapter on transcription. Similarly, I looked
for a list of standard abbreviations for provenance
notes in chapter 6; it is provided in chapter 7.

Continued on page 98

Michael Stevens (State Historical Society of Wisconsin), introduction to documentary editing;
Richard L. Leffler (Documentary History of the
Ratification of the Constitution), transcription;
Ann Gordon (The Papers of Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony), document selection, promoting an edition, and fundraising;
Robert Rosenberg (The Papers of Thomas A.
Edison), annotation, and electronic editions;
John P. Kaminski (Documentary History of the
Ratification of the Constitution), indexing; Nancy
C. Essig (University Press of Virginia), publishing an edition. Ann Gordon, John Kaminski, and
Robert Rosenberg will serve as the resident advisors.
There will be no charge for tuition. Single
accommodations for the interns are provided at
no cost in the Wisconsin Center Guest House
on the University of Wisconsin campus. The
Guest House is run much like a hotel, and is
two blocks from the State Historical Society,
where the daily meetings are held.
Application to the Institute is competitive,
with numerous applicants every year from all
over the country. Further information and application forms are available from the NHPRC,
National Archives and Records Administration,
Washington, DC 20408; phone: (202) 501-5610; email: nhprc@arch1.nara.gov. The application deadline is 15 March 1999.

A REVIEW

Touring Colonial America
DARIN E. FIELDS
Edward Kimber, Itinerant Observation in America, ed. Kevin J.
Hayes. Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1998.

T

raveling to the colonies in 1742 at age
twenty-three, young Edward Kimber embarked on what was no doubt the adventure
of his life. Son of Isaac Kimber, editor of the London Magazine from 1732 to 1755, Edward had
grown up around the publishing industry and was
keenly aware of the public appetite for reading
material. Like nearly all literate travelers of his day,
but perhaps more aware than many that his travels
in the colonies would furnish material for later publication, Kimber dutifully kept a journal record of
his observations and experiences. His American adventure yielded literary fruit from 1743 until 1746
in both prose and poetry, and two of his later novels incorporated American motifs and references.
Itinerant Observations in America was the longest and most important product of Kimber's American experiences. Kevin J. Hayes's edition of this
work provides the complete text of the Observations
as it appeared in the London Magazine and publishes fourteen poems written by Kimber while in
America that appeared in the London Magazine from
1743 through 1744. Hayes reprints Kimber's editorial notes and provides additional and extensive
annotations of historical, geographical, and literary
references in the text. In his introduction, Hayes
discusses the biographical and historical context for
Kimber's work, analyzes Kimber's composition and
revision of the Observations, attributes five works
to Kimber not previously assigned to him, traces
Kimber's recognition and literary reputation, and
offers a brief assessment of the literary merits of the
Observations.
DARIl' E. FIElDS is assistant professor of English at Wilkes University, where he teaches Early American and 18th-Century
British Literature. He is currently completing a critical annotated edition of William Byrd's History oj the Dividing Line Betwixt Virginia and North Carolina.

Kimber's precise reasons for coming to America
are unclear. As Hayes details, Kimber's writings
suggest his intention was to join the army and fight
against the Spanish. But that was clearly not his only
intention. He had planned an overland tour from
New York to Georgia. Prevented from making that
tour by an early November snow, Kimber endured
a harrowing sea journey from New York to
Sinepuxent, Maryland, which he describes in the
Observations. From there he traveled overland
through Maryland to Yorktown, Virginia. Taking a
sloop from Yorktown he endured yet another disaster (the overturning of his boat) and arrived in
Frederica, Georgia, in early January 1742/43. He
joined General James Oglethorpe's march to St.
Augustine in February and March. Kimber detailed
this military expedition in A Relation, or Journal,
oj a Late expedition to the Gates oj St. Augustine,
on Florida . .. In a Letter to the Reverend Mr. Isaac
K--r in London, published anonymously in London in 1744. After serving out a year with
Oglethorpe, Kimber traveled north to Savannah and
then to Charleston, South Carolina, before departing for England in the third week of April 1744.
Published serially in the London Magazine from
August 1745 to December 1746, the Itinerant Observations relates Kimber's civilian travels in
America. Unlike A Relation, which used a day-byday journal format to detail his military adventure,
the periodical installments of Itinerant Observations
abandoned the chronological sequence of his journey and began with a description of Frederica,
Georgia, instead of New York. Hayes notes that
Kimber may have been catering to his London
reader's heightened interest in Georgia, given its
strategic importance in Britain's conflict with Spain
(22). More tentatively, Hayes suggests that by beginning with his Georgia experiences Kimber might
have been invoking the epic convention in medias
res. Kimber's work is unquestionably conventional
in its patterns and details of situation, manners, and
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customs so eagerly sought after by the reading
public of the day. Kimber's more objective descriptions often blend into more subjective evocations
of the picturesque qualities of the American people
and landscape. Passing from Maryland into Virginia
Kimber writes:
An universal Mirth and Glee reigns in Maryland,
amongst all Ranks of People, and at set Times, nothing but Jollity and Feasting goes forward: Musick and
Dancing are the everlasting Delights of the Lads and
Lasses, and some very odd Customs they have at
these Merry-makings: You would think all Care was
then thrown aside, and that every Misfortune was
buried in Oblivion. In short, my Spirits have been
sometimes raised so much, that I have almost forgotten I was of another Clime, and have wish'd
myself for ever amongst them. Adieu! happy People!
For the Favours I have reaped at your Hands, Gratitude shall ever fill my Breast: Ilea ve you but to return again; once more to partake of your Halcyon
Feasts, and hearty jovial Mirth. (56)

During his perilous sea journey from New York
to Sinepuxent, Maryland, Kimber's descriptions invoke another literary commonplace of midcentury,
the sublime. He writes:
At Night-may never my affrighted Eyes or my
amazed and terrified Ears be Witness to the samewhat Horrors were we seized with, and how dreadful our Condition!
All black above-below all foamy white,
A horrid darkness, mix'd with dreadful light:
Here long, long hills, roul far and wide away,
There abrupt vales fright back th' intruding day.
The Deluges of Rain mixd with the Waves that continually broke over us, the howling Blasts that rent
our Ears-the total Darkness, were nothing to our
internal Misery. Delirious Ravings on one Side-expiring Groans on another-and the Calls of Help,
which we were unable to give, on another, quite
distracted us. (41)

For all its conventionality, Kimber's writing still
held the unique lure of its subject matter and its
timeliness to Britain's conflict with Spain. In his most
evocative descriptions of American landscape he
anticipates William Bartram's Travelswritten toward
the end of the century.
Echoing Richard Beale Davis, Kevin Hayes
notes that Kimber's work is important because it
"inaugurates what would become an important
genre of American literature during the next cen-
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tury, the outsider's observations"(23), thus placing
Kimber in a distinguished company of later European travelers to America like Chastellux,
Chateaubriand, the Duc de la Rochefoucauld, de
Tocqueville, Dickens, and Trollope (24). Equally
interesting are Kimber's assertions that his account
is the result of a "tour" in America. In his anonymous prefatory letter, no doubt penned by him,!
Kimber writes that the author of the Observations
"has made the tour of most Parts of Americd' (26).
A subsequent headnote claims that the account is
"an ingenious young Gentleman's Remarks in his
late American Tour" (43). Kimber's Itinerant Observations in America thus marks the earliest published
representation of American travel by an Englishman
or European as touring. The resulting narrative, as
Hayes notes, is premised on a more artistic intention than travel narratives resulting from voyages
dedicated to exploration and natural history, or
accounts that function more specifically as promotion literature (23). That Kimber fashioned his observations as a tour, and that he left out his military
experience, again indicates his sensitivity to popular literary trends. The belletristic indulgence in his
descriptions, and his frequent inclusion of poetic passages, indicates a literary aim to please and delight less
amenable to a portrayal of martial adventure.
Both published and manuscript accounts of
journeys by colonists circulated during the eighteenth century. But many of these accounts resulted
from travel taken for other reasons. In 1704/5, Sarah Kemble Knight traveled from Boston to New
York, in order to settle the estate of her cousin Caleb
Trowbridge, a trip described in her delightful manuscript account The Private Journal of a Journey from
Boston to New York. William Byrd's manuscript masterpieces, The History of the Dividing Line and The
Secret History of the Line, were the products of an
expedition to survey the boundary between Virginia
and North Carolina. The first colonial instance of
touring comes in 1744, when Dr. Alexander
Hamilton, an aristocratic and highly educated Scottish physician who had emigrated to Maryland,
embarked on a journey from Annapolis to York,
Maine, and back "only for health and recreation."
His Itinerarium, a manuscript account of the tour,
is contemporary with Kimber's but exceeds it in
both scope and expression. It has been called "the
best single portrait of men and manners, of rural
and urban life, of the wide range of society and

scenery in colonial America."2 Had Kimber been
able to follow his overland route from New York
to Georgia, much of his journey would have overlapped Hamilton's.
Travel writing as a literary form represented a
mixed bag of tricks. Charles L. Batten comments that
a travel book's "autobiographically determined
narrative ... suggests that it is merely a specialized
form of biography" while at the same time it "bears
a striking resemblance to descriptive geographies
in their treatment of such subjects as the physical
appearance, customs, commerce, history, and laws
of specific areas."3 The form of the narrative becomes a function of which extreme the author
chooses to represent. Batten suggests that the travel
writer needed to achieve a "golden mean" between
these extremes in order to appear both credible and
entertaining (63).
Well educated and intellectual, Hamilton most
frequently views American people and places with
the detached objectivity one would expect from an
aristocrat, physician, and scientist. Hamilton was
also a consummate wit and suffused his narrative
with urbane satire of the people, manners, and
strange customs he encountered. Kimber's work is
less scientific, and as a writer he lacks the wit and
humor of Hamilton. Yet Kimber's Observations offers many interesting and significant portraits of
colonial culture that have been mostly neglectedeven by colonial scholars. David Shields has written that "the discovery of the literature of British
North America depends upon an understanding of
the mixed print and manuscript culture that operated
in the provinces.,,4 Considered with Hamilton's
longer manuscript narrative, Kimber's work offers
an interesting opportunity to examine such intersections of manuscript and print expression.
Hayes's edition of Itinerant Observations in
America is a worthwhile contribution to the scholarship on colonial America. By providing a complete
and reliable text of the Observations with detailed
annotations, and by including Kimber's fourteen poems written in America, Hayes has rescued an important and neglected narrative of colonial America.

Notes
1. Hayes notes that the prefatory letter was written by
Kimber himself or by his father, and that the continual
references to the ObsenJations being part of a larger work
were pro bably a ruse (16).

2. J. A. Leo Lemay, Men of Letters in Colonial Maryland
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1972), 229.
3. Charles Batten, Pleasurable Instruction: Form and
Convention in Eighteenth-Century Travel Literature (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1978), 31-32.
4. David S. Shields, Oracfes of Empire: Poetry, Politics,
and Commerce in British America, 1690-1750 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1990), 6.

"'The Most Important 5 cholarfy Work '''continued from
page 84
serving as proj ect directors and greater interest in
editions related to new areas of historical research.
We have also discovered that the scholarly editions
have friends and supporters in Congress. As we
look back on the accomplishments of the last two
decades, we are faced with the challenge to maintain our relevance. If the past two decades are any
indication, I am confident that with sufficient planning, strength of will, and hard work, the next
twenty years can be equally as vital.

Notes
1. Arthur S. Link, "Where We Stand Now and Where We
Might Go," Newsletter of the Association for Documentary Editing
2, no. 1 (February 1980): 1.
2. Edmund S. Morgan, "Honor Thy Founding Fathers,"
Wall Street Journal, 23 April 1997.
3. Karen J. Winkler, "A Historian's Sweeping Projects
Seek to Change Our Understanding of Slavery," Chronicfe of
Higher Education, 14 August 1998, p. A13.
4. [Gore Vidal], "Bad History," The Nation, 20 April 1998,
p. 11.
5. Don L. Cook, "The Short Happy Thesis of G. Thomas
Tanselle," Newsletter of the Association for Documentary Editing
3, no. 1 (February 1981): 1-14. The original essay can be
found in G. Thomas Tanselle, "The Editing of Historical
Documents," Studies in Bibliography 31 (1978): 1-56.
6. Charles T. Cullen, "Some Reflections on the Soft Money
Generation," Newsletter of the Association for Documentary
Editing 5, no. 4 (December 1983): 1-4.
7. Mary-J 0 Kline, A Guide to Documentary Editing (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987; 2d edition,
1998); Beth Luey, Editing Documents and Text: An Annotated
Bibliography (Madison, Wis.: Madison House, 1990); Michael
E. Stevens and Steven B. Burg, Editing Historical Documents: A
Handbook of Practice (Walnut Creek, Calif.: AltaMira Press,
1997).
8. The "Documenting the American South" site is located
at http://sunsite.unc.edu/ docsouth/. The "Making of America"
sites are at http://www.umdl.umich.edu/moa/ (Michigan)
and at http://moa.cit.comell.edu/ (Cornell).
9. For example, see the Frontline program From Jesus to
Christ, which has a website with documents at http:/ /
www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/.
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"The Art of Editorial Decision Making" continuedfrom
page 94

Anniversary Booklet and
ADE Directory
The committee charged with commemorating ADE's anniversary has published The
Association for Documentary Editing: The
First Twenry Years} 1978-1998. The booklet
was distributed to those attending the meeting in St. Louis and is available to members.
If you would like a copy,piease send your
request and $2.00 to coverpostage,alid handIingto Susan R Perdue, ADE Secretary, Papers ofJohn Marshall, P.O. Box 8781,
Williamsburg,VA 23188.
Atthe agnualmeeting, the Council voted
to publish theADEmembership directoryevery two years instead of annually. The directory for 1999/2000 will be availableJanuary
1 and will be mailed to members Members
who wouldJike a copy of the 1998 directory
should write to Susan Perdue or e~miilher
atshperd@facstaff.wm.edu.

..,

Kevin Hayes Wins Distinguished
Service Award
The Association for Documentary Editing
presented its 1998 Distinguished Service
Award to Kevin J. Hayes of the University of
Central Oklahoma, in recognition of his dedicated service to the Association as its bibliography editor.
For six years, Kevin Hayes has solicited
and selected hundreds of editions for inclusion in Documentary Editing's quarterly bibliography. He has brought to our attention the
diversity of the field by describing works of
local and national interest, of literature, history, and bibliography, prepared by large editorial teams and by individuals. In so doing
he has provided a service not only to members of the Association but also to librarians
and general readers. We thank him for his
years of hard and conscientious work that
benefitted us all.
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In a few places, explanations are overly brief
or lacking. For example, in discussing why editors
do not try to reproduce typefaces when working
from printed texts, Stevens and Burg provide statements from the Ratification of the Constitution project
and the Benjamin Franklin papers (135-36). Neither
of these statements gives a reason: they simply state
that they do not try to reproduce typefaces. The
reasons are perhaps too obvious to state: it would
be expensive, it would still not be an accurate representation, it would take up too much space, and
it would look ugly. But a beginning editor, bent on
authenticity, would benefit from an explanation.
I was left with only two questions that Stevens
and Burg did not tackle. The first is a relatively minor one with an easy answer: where should illustrations be placed? The reasons for grouping them
as separate signatures or placing them within the text
are easy to spell out, and it is to the editor's advantage to understand the technical issues underlying this
decision when discussing it with a publisher.
The second question is more vexing: in the case
of large projects, who should be listed as an editor
on the title page, and in what order should participating editors be listed? Each project has its own
principles; librarians have their preferences; and
individual personalities playa large role in these
decisions. Scientific researchers, who routinely work
collaboratively, have been grappling with this issue
for decades without reaching agreement. But, given
the objective and fairminded voice that the authors
have brought to other contentious issues, I am sure
that they could present the alternatives in a way that
would assist editors in making these decisions, or
even in revisiting them. Perhaps the next edition will
take this on.
In addition to the excellence of its examples and
the clarity of its organization, Stevens and Burg's
book is remarkable for is voice. It is clear, rational,
calm, and sensible. As I read it, I felt that I was in a
quiet room with a well-informed, thoughtful teacher
who wanted to give me all the information I needed
to make my own wise decisions. Without question,
Editing Historical Documents deserves a place on the
shelf of every current or aspiring documentary editor, teacher of documentary editing, and student.

NHPRC Invites Applications for Documentary
Editing Fellowships
The National Historical Publications and
Records Commission (NHPRC) is now accepting
applications from individuals for its Documentary
Editing Fellowships, which provide training in historical documentary editing at projects supported
by the Commission. Contingent upon the availability of sufficient Fiscal Year 1999 funds, two fellowships will be awarded for the 1999-2000 academic
year. The stipend for an editing fellow is $41,250
(includes fringe benefits). Fellowships are for an
eleven-month period beginning between August
and October 1999. In addition to attending the Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents held
in June 1999 in Madison, Wisconsin, fellows will
have some funds available for professional travel
during their fellowship year. Applicants should hold
a Ph.D or have completed all requirements for the
doctorate except the dissertation. The application
postmark deadline is March 1, 1999.
Host Project: The Samuel Gompers Papers,
University of Maryland, College Park, MD. The
Samuel Gompers Papers is a documentary editing
project that seeks to collect the papers of Samuel
Gompers, to publish a comprehensive microfilm
edition of this material, and to publish a selective
twelve-volume book edition. After attending the
Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents in
June 1999, the fellow will participate in proofreading galleys, selecting photographs, checking page
proofs, and preparing the index for Vol. 8 (19091913); proofreading transcripts, preparing annotations and reference apparatus, and verifying
permissions to public documents for Vol. 9 (19131917); and making the final document selection for
Vol. 10 (1917-1919).
Host Project: The Margaret Sanger Papers,
New York University, New York, NY. The Margaret Sanger Papers is a historical editing project
that, having completed a comprehensive microfilm
edition of the Sanger papers, is preparing a threevolume book edition of Sanger's selected letters and
unpublished writings. After attending the Institute
for the Editing of Historical Documents in June 1999,
the fellow will participate in indexing and final
proofreading for Vol. 1; final document selection,
transcription, and annotation research for Vol. 2;

and preliminary document selection for Vol. 3.
The Samuel Gompers Papers will definitely host
a Documentary Editing Fellow; the Margaret Sanger
Papers will also host a Fellow, contingent upon the
availability of sufficient funds.
Fellowship application forms and more complete descriptions of the program may be requested
from the NHPRC, National Archives and Records
Administration, 700 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
Room 111, Washington, DC 20408, (202) 501-5610
(voice); (202) 501-5601 (fax); nhprc@arch1.nara.gov
(e-mail). Application information is also available
at NHPRC's web site: <http://www.nara.gov I naral
nhprcl training.html>.
Following the March 1, 1999, deadline, the
Commission will provide eligible fellowship application forms to the host project, which will select
a fellow by mid-June 1999.

ADE Session at MLA Conference
The Modern Language Association will
meet in San Francisco on 27-30 December
1998. This year's ADE panel at the MLA meeting will be held from 12:00 to 1:15 p.m. on
Monday, 28 December, in Union Square 10
of the San Francisco Hilton. The topic is "Making Text Smarter: Three Case Studies," chaired
by John Merritt Unsworth (University of Virginia). The panelists and their topics are Susan 1. Brown (University of Guelph), "The
Orlando Project"; Carol L. DeBoerLangworthy (Brown University), "The Brown
Women Writers Project"; David R. Chesnutt
(University of South Carolina), "The Model
Editions Partnership." You must be an MLA
member to attend the convention.
The 1999 MLA convention will be held
27-30 December in Chicago. Any ADE member who wishes to propose a panel should
write Joel Myerson (Department of English, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208)
before 30 January 1999 with a proposal.
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The Association for Documentary Editing confers the Julian P. Boyd Award on a senior scholar who has made a major contribution to American history and culture through documentary editing. The highest honor the Association bestows, the Boyd Award
is unique in its recognition of lifetime achievement in the field of documentary editing. It is awarded every third year.
The 1998 recipient of the Julian P. Boyd Award is JohnY. Simon.
The scholarship and the creativity reflected in John Simon's editing of the Papers cf Ulysses S. Grant stand as a landmark-not only
in this community but in the broader realm of the historical profession as a whole. From the publication of Volume 1 in 1967 to
the publication of Volumes 21 and 22 in 1998, John Simon has steadfastly held to a course which has brought more than ten
thousand documents into sharp relief.
Like Grant himself, John Y. Simon has proved himself a worthy general in marshaling support for the edition through the organization of the Ulysses S. Grant Association and his own participation in the Civil War roundtables from their earliest inception.
As a measure of his research and scholarship, he has received seven public awards ranging from the Award of Merit given by the
Illinois State Historical Society to the Nevins-Freeman Award given by the Chicago Civil War Round Table.
Nor should we overlook his other publications, which include The Personal Memoirs cfJulia Dent Grant and more than a hundred
articles and essays in professional journals, published collections, and books. Few scholars have the depth of understanding that
John Y. Simon has of the complexities of Ulysses S. Grant and his milieu.
Scholars are sometimes great teachers. Such is the case with John Y. Simon, who
has taken his rare combination of knowledge, erudition, and wry humor into
undergraduate and graduate classes at the University of Southern Illinois and
elsewhere. At SIU he has given unselfishly of his time to young scholars, directing between fIfty and sixty theses and dissertations. He has shared those same
skills with the documentary editing community through his participation at the
Association's annual meetings and his teachings at "Camp Edit," the NHPRC
Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents. Few will forget John Simon's
lively debate with Jesse Lemisch or wry comments on the editing of seamen's
diaries. In a more serious vein, he has taught us about the canons of selection as
well as almost every subject one might find in the new edition of the Guide to
Documentary Editing.

Great as are John Y. Simon's accomplishments as a scholar and teacher, we honor
him also for his contributions to the profession at large. His has been a voice
which commanded respect for scholarly editing-both among his peers in the
historical profession and in the halls of the nation's capital. As an articulate and
forceful advocate for the values of traditional scholarship and research embodied in scholarly editing, John Y. Simon has few peers.
Finally, we honor him for his contributions to this Association. John Y. Simon
played a seminal role in the founding of the ADE, and he raised the Association
to new heights of professionalism as its president. Even now, we frequently profit
by his wise counsel and quiet leadership. John Y. Simon personifies the best of
what we as editors are about-as scholar, as teacher, as friend.
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The Lyman H. Butterfield Award is presented annually to an individual, project,
or institution for contributions in the areas of documentary publication, teaching, and service. The Association for Documentary Editing awards the 1998
Butterfield prize to Joseph R. McElrath, Jr., in recognition of his achievements
in textual and bibliographic studies and editing and his generosity in service to
the profession.
A longtime member of this Association, Joe McElrath excels at the crafts that
define our common interest in texts and those that distinguish work in literary
studies. Moreover, his co-workers attest that they "never worked with anyone
who is easier to get along with, more receptive to the ideas of others, or more
generous to his collaborators than Joe."
McElrath's scholarly accomplishments would be impressive if merely enumerated: eleven books (with more under way), a dozen chapters in books, nearly
seventy articles and notes, nearly forty presentations at scholarly meetings, and
numerous book reviews and sessions chaired at scholarly conferences. But numbers alone merely hint at the importance of his work.
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He has made significant contributions to scholarship in American literary naturalism, on the one hand, and in textual and bibliographical studies, on the other.
Under the former heading, he is recognized as an excellent critic, and he is the
cSprinypeid, 9lhnois.
authority on the life and works of Frank N orris. Without slighting these achievements, it is appropriate for this Association to focus on the latter heading. His articles on the textual work of the Princeton Edition of Thoreau's writings have been cited in the scholarly literature since their publication in 1975. Other articles cover a wide
range of topics. "Reflections on Teaching Textual and Bibliographical Studies" (1976) provides a vade mecum to instructors of
this basic course in the graduate curriculum. "The Deconstruction of a Bibliography: The Frank Norris Canon" (1988) articulates the role that bibliographical scholarship plays in the new critical approaches to literature. Frank Norris and The Wave: A Bib1ioaraphy (1988), which attributes hundreds of unsigned newspaper pieces to Norris, represents a major work of textual investigation.
He also authored "The ADE Guidelines for Reviewers of Editions." This practical guide to editors' decisions has served not only
people engaged to review edited works, but as well reviewers in tenure/promotion decisions.
McElrath complements his applied and theoretical writings about textual bibliography with actual editing. His edition of The
Complete Works ifAnne Bradstreet (1981) was deSignated by Choice as an "Academic Book of the Year." Over many years he has laid
the groundwork for a complete edition of Frank Norris's writings; the first title, The Apprenticeship Writinas if Frank Norris, 18961898 (1996), received the American Philosophical Society's John Frederick Lewis Award, which honors the best publication of
the Society in that year-the first time an editor received this prestigious award. He has also co-edited "To Be an Author": Letters if
Charles WChesnutt, 1889-1905 (1997).
Joe's contributions to editing go beyond his publications. His professional involvement is exemplary. In this Association he has
served on our Education, Nominating, Program, and Information committees and our Executive CounciL He has shown similar
diligence in the Society for Textual Scholarship and in the Modern Language Association, where he worked too as an inspector
for the Committee on Scholarly Editions. He has been a constant, unselfish resource for his students and colleagues, and an
affable, understated, and effective force in all of his professional undertakings. Through his own work, his work with graduate
students, and his generous readings of other people's manuscripts, Joe McElrath has advanced the causes of editorial practice
and textual and bibliographical scholarship within a discipline that often seems no longer to recognize the importance of the
work that all of us in this Association do.
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UN othing Left to Lose" continued from page 8 7
Harry Truman, who had a sign on his desk proclaiming "The buck stops here," presents a case of
authorial intentionality; Bill Clinton, as we have
recently seen, certainly appears to be working from
a socialized text.
I do have one concern, though, and that is
about technology. There is the editorial potential
for Harry Truman's buck to become so pixelated
as to be unrecognizable. That is, the obvious extension of McGann's theory in these computerized
days is to make everyone their own editor, replacing the socialized text of the author with so many
multiple texts that the term editor becomes a misnomer for their creators. I would not want to see
the practice of literary editing replaced by an editorial Project Gutenberg; somewhere, sometime,
there has to be a text produced by well-informed
people that has some sort of authority.
As this brief history of modern literary editing
will, I hope, demonstrate, there is a lot to be said

for being a documentary editor, for our only real
textual decision is how best to represent what the
author wrote.

Notes
1. For excellent surveys of editorial theory and practice,
see Scholar!y Editing: A Guide to Research, ed. D. C. Greetham
(New York: Modern Language Association, 1995), especially
the chapters by G. Thomas Tanselle on "The Varieties of Scholarly Editing," John H. Middendorf on eighteenth-century English literature, Donald H. Reiman on nineteenth-century
British poetry and prose, Peter L. Shillings burg on nineteenthcentury British fiction, Joel Myerson on colonial and nineteenth-century American literature, and James L. W. West ill
on twentieth-century American and British literature.
2. Lewis Mumford, "Emerson Behind Barbed Wire," New
York Review of Books 10 (18 January 1968): 3-5; and see the
"Letters" in response, New York Review of Books 10 (14 March
1968): 35-36.
3. David Greetham, Textual Transgressions: Essays Toward
the Construction of a Biobibliography (New York: Garland, 1998),
24-25.
4. The literature on this subject is vast, and the controversies may be followed most easily in Fredson Bowers, Textual and Literary Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1959), and Essays in Bibliography, Text, and Criticism
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1975); G. Thomas Tanselle, A Rationale of Textual Criticism (philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989), Textual Criticism Since
Greg: A Chronicle, 1950-1985 (Charlottesville: University Press
of Virginia, 1987), and Textual Criticism and S cholar!y Editing
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1990); and the
essays in Scholarly Editing, ed. Greetham.
5. A classic statement of this concept is Hans Zeller, "A
New Approach to the Critical Constitution of Literary Texts,"
Studies in Bibliography 28 (1975): 231-64.
6. See Peter L. Shillingsburg, S cholar!y Editing in the Computer Age, 3d ed. (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
1996).
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We would very much like to help ADE
members keep up with one another's good
news. Please let us know about grants you
have received and awards you have won.
Please also let us know (at greater length, if
you like) about exhibits based on your
project's material and ventures your project
has undertaken with teachers and students.

Recent Editions
COMPILED BY KEVIN J. HAYES
"Recent Editions" attempts to provide an up-to-date, annotated bibliography of all scholarly editions of documents in the fields
of English and American history, literature, and culture, starting with those published in 1992. The bibliography is generally
restricted to works edited from manuscript, but other noteworthy books received may be listed. Review copies of recent editions
should be sent to Mark A. Mastromarino, The Papers of George Washington, Alderman Library, 504, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2498. (Brief listings will be printed if publishers or authors provide complete bibliographical
information, without a copy of the book.)

DANIELS,NATHANW. Thank God My Regiment an
African One: The Civil War Diary of Colonel Nathan
W. Daniels. Ed. C. P. Weaver. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1998. xxviii & 214 pp.
Daniels, commanding officer of the 2d Louisiana
Native Guard Volunteers, a colored regiment made
up of educated free blacks, served on Ship Island,
ten miles off the coast of Mississippi. His diary
makes an important contribution to the history of
African-American military service.

DOCUMENTARY History of the First Federal Congress
of the United States ofAmerica, 4 March 1789-3 March
1791, Volume VII: Petition Histories: Revolutionary
War-Related Claims. Ed. Kenneth R. Bowling, William Charles DiGiacomantonio, and Charlene Bangs
Bickford. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1997. xxxiv & 636 pp. Documents included
concern compensation for civilian service, compensation for military service, dependent survivors of
deceased soldiers, invalid soldiers, property destroyed during the war, and many more postwar
Issues.
DOCUMENTARY History of the First Federal Congress
of the United States ofAmerica, 4 March 1789-3 March
1791, Volume VIII: Petition Histories and
Nonlegislative Official Documents. Ed. Kenneth R.
Bowling, William Charles DiGiacomantonio, and
Charlene Bangs Bickford. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1997. xlvi & 912 pp. The petition
histories concern many different cultural, economic,
governmental, and social issues. The nonlegislative
documents concern procedural matters, the BurkeHamilton affair, the deaths of Theodorick Bland and
Benjamin Franklin, the relationship between federal and state government, and the formation of a
library for Congress.

GREENE, NATHANAEL. The Papers of General
Nathanael Greene, Volume X: 3 December 1781-6
April 1782. Ed. Dennis Conrad, Roger N. Parks, and
Martha J. King. Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press for the Rhode Island Historical Society, 1998. xlvi & 663 pp. Greene's papers relate
his activities as commander of the Southern Army
and, in so doing, contain much incidental detail describing his political and military attitudes.
JUDSON, WILLIAM V. Russia in War and Revolution:
General William V. Judson's Accounts from Petrograd,
1917-1918. Ed. Neil V. Salzman. Kent, Ohio: Kent
State University Press, 1998. xxxiv & 334 pp. Judson,
military attache and chief of the American Military
Mission in Russia, was there during the Bolshevik
Revolution, so his writings provide a rare firsthand
look at the revolutionary events from an outsider's
point of view. Of special importance is Judson'S
meeting with Trotsky.
LETCHER,JOHN SEYMOUR. The Wartime Letters of
u.s. Marine Captain John Seymour Letcher, 19371939. Ed. Roger B. Jeans and Katie Letcher Lyle.
Athens: Ohio University Press, 1998. xxviii & 243
pp. Captain Letcher, commanding a company of the
U.S. Embassy Marine Guard in Peking, wrote letters home to his parents in Virginia that describe
his impressions of Chinese culture, diplomacy, economic conditions, labor practices, and social life,
among much else.

LEITERS of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume
25: March I, 1788-JuIY 25, 1789 with Supplement,
1774-87. Ed. Paul H. Smith and Ronald M. Gephart.
Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1998. xxx
& 843 pp. This, the last volume in the series, covers the period during which Congress functioned
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under the Articles of Confederation prior to transferring authority to the federal government under
the newly ratified Constitution. A supplement provides other important letters excluded from earlier
volumes in the series.
LONGSTREET, AUGUSTUS BALDWIN. Augustus
Baldwin Longstreets's Georgia Scenes Completed: A
ScholarlY Text. Ed. David Rachels. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1998. lxx & 351 pp. Rachels
presents a new edition of Longstreet's classic work,
yet Georgia Scenes, as we know it, represents only
half of this edition. The second half contains other
sketches Longstreet did not include as part of his
original collection as well as numerous other
sketches attributed to Longstreet. Rachels's edition
should reinvigorate scholarly attention to Longstreet,
who has been marginalized in recent years.
MARSHALL,JOHN. The Papers ofJohn Marshall, Volume IX: Correspondence, Papers, and Selected J udicial Opinions, January 1820-December 1823. Ed.
Charles F. Hobson, Laura S. Gwilliam, Susan
Holbrook Perdue, and Robert W. Smith. Chapel Hill
and Williamsburg: University of North Carolina
Press in association with the Omohundro Institute
of Early American History and Culture, 1998. xxxviii
& 396 pp. Marshall's papers reveal his literary activities as well as his judicial responsibilities. During the early 1820s, a time when he served as chief
justice and U.S. Circuit Court judge, he also kept
busy revising his Life of Washington, preparing an
edition of Washington's correspondence, and publishing his History of the Colonies.
NIN, ANAlS, and FELIX POLLAK. Arrows of Longing: The Correspondence between Anais Nin and Felix
Pollak, 1952-1976. Ed. Gregory H. Mason. Athens:
Swallow Press of Ohio University Press, 1998. xviii
& 249 pp. Pollak, a special collections librarian at
Northwestern University who had undertaken the
responsibility of acquiring some ofNin's papers, wrote
a letter of appreciation to her in 1952, which initiated
what would evolve into an intimate correspondence
lasting until 1976, the year before Nin's death.
STEVENS, THADDEUS. The Selected Papers of
Thaddeus Stevens, Volume 2: April 1865-August 1868.
Ed. Beverly Wilson Palmer and Holly Byers Ochoa.
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1998. xxiv
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& 488 pp. Palmer and Ochoa subdivide the Stevens
papers, a combination of correspondence and
speeches, into three major sections: Early Reconstruction, Radical Reconstruction, and the Johnson
Impeachment. Taken together, these documents
bring alive the American political scene during the
years immediately after the Civil War.

UNITED STATES, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. Foreign
Relations of the United States, 1961-1963, Volume V:
Soviet Union. Ed. Charles S. Sampson and John
Michael Joyce. Washington, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1998. xxviii & 877 pp.
Documents included concern the Bay of Pigs invasion, the Cuban missile crisis, disarmament discussions, the Germany-Berlin situation, Laos, nuclear
testing, outer space research, the Soviet domestic
situation, trade relations, and the Vienna summit.
UNITED STATES, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. Foreign
Relations of the United States, 1964-1968, Volume
XXX: China. Ed. Harriet Dashiell Schwar. Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1998. xxxiv & 773 pp. Documents included
largely concern the relationship between the
People's Republic of China (PRC) and the Republic of China (ROC). Many documents specifically
treat the PRC's Cultural Revolution and the ROC's
anti-mainland activities.
WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM. Translations of Chaucer
and Virgil. Ed. Bruce E. Graver. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1998. xxviii & 583 pp. Included
here are the two most ambitious translation projects
Wordsworth undertook, a modernization of Chaucer
and an English translation of the Aeneid Though
he never finished the Aeneid, the completed portions, reproduced here in facsimile and transcription, provide insight into how classical literature was
understood during- the era of Romanticism.
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